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In a world where demons exist, Kain and Leanna live in a relatively peaceful village.

Kain is a natural-born fighter who hunts demons around their village.
Leanna is an innocent and kind-hearted young girl, but also kind of a bumbling idiot.

The two eventually marry each other, capturing the envy of the entire village.
As they prepare to start their happy life together, something happens.

That night, the village is attacked by demons.

Kain quickly grabbed his weapons and set out to defeat the invaders.

However, he is careless and leaves himself open for an attack, only for a traveler to dive in and take the blow for him.

Kain has a doctor treat the traveler, promising him that he’ll pay later.

And thus, Kain ends up neck deep in debt.

Though he says he’ll collect the money himself, Leanna has decided that she’ll work as well; they are a family now, meaning that
they share their problems.

It'll be up to Leanna to help pay off her husband's debts by taking up several part-time jobs in this Slice of Life RPG!

Features

Slice of Life RPG
Multiple Endings
Job System
Explore a City Full of Colorful NPCs
Voiced Main Character
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Title: Leanna's Slice of Life
Genre: Indie, RPG
Developer:
Acerola
Publisher:
Kagura Games
Release Date: 7 Mar, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows® 7/8/8.1/10

Processor: Intel Core2 Duo or better

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: DirectX 9/OpenGL 4.1 capable GPU

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 4 GB available space

Additional Notes: 1280x768 or better Display. Lag may occur from loading menus or maps. Turn off other programs before
running the game.

English,Japanese,Simplified Chinese
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leanna's slice of life v1.0 by acerola. leanna's slice of life igg

This is one of the good ones. With acerola's trademark quality and style this is definitely worth the price if you're interested in
this sort of genre. 8/10. THis game is so good that it shold be destroid!. Meets required standards.. It is a fun game. You play as
a virgin couple, mainly with Leanna but sometimes with Kain, in a infested city by perverts. Basically one psychopath friend of
the couple got injured protecting Kain of a monster and the couple vow to pay for a sham 2 million gold treatment. Leanna
works only during the evening at most days but can work 2 turns at weekends. She can try stay away from sexual abuse from
most bosses or give in and become adulterous. Kain can also be a plain husband basically working and failing sexually until the
end or become perverted and promote the adulterous life of the wife at night. It can be repetitive sometimes but the great text
and richness of H-Scenes make the game fun and the mind and hands busy. Dont forget to install the last version of the patch.. I
get the best ending with my virginity intact
Also found my new philosophy motto
"It's not sex if you do it in the @ss" - Leanna
mediocre gameplay and story though. 6\/10
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recommended for ntr fetish \u2714\u2714\u2714. We need more games like this one. ( \u0361\u00b0 \u035c\u0296
\u0361\u00b0). I'm almost done with NG+ and I was pleasantly surprised with all of the events I missed! This is an outstanding
game!

PROS:
A lot of scenarios
Multiple routes
Good plot
Wonderful images
Great soundtrack
Hidden rewards

Cons:
Reused Images-I'm not a stickler for this but I know people do care haha
Can get very redundant if you do the same scenarios (probably a problem for people who don't like the other options).
hehehe......HEHEHEHEHE. First review and I'll make it a positive one.

A lot of scenes are the same image with different text, but it's not really terrible. I enjoyed it, Go for a pure run to beat it, and if
you really cant wait just create an alternate save and do what you like.. Meets required standards.. 10\/10 Good Game
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